It is well-known that a deep understanding of coworkers' behavior and preference is important for collaboration effectiveness. In this work, we present a method to accomplish smooth human-robot collaboration in close proximity by taking into account the human's behavior while planning the robot's trajectory. In particular, we first use an occupancy map to summarize human's movement preference over time, and such prior information is then considered in an optimization-based motion planner via two cost items: 1) avoidance of the workspace previously occupied by human, to eliminate the interruption and to increase the task success rate; 2) tendency to keep a safe distance between the human and the robot to improve the safety.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many manufacturing tasks such as assembly require a high level of dexterity and flexibility beyond the capability of the state-of-the-art autonomous robotics technique, and thus a human worker's involvement is indispensable. One promising way to improve the efficiency of such challenging tasks is the human-robot collaboration, where human workers focus on sub-tasks requiring high flexibility and tactile sensing, while the robot leverages its high-speed and accuracy to quickly accomplish repetitive sub-tasks. A smooth and effective human-robot collaboration requires the human and robot to share a limited workspace. Such close proximity constraint leads to the popularity of collaborative robots because the traditional industrial robots must be isolated with human workers due to their large weight and high-speed.
To guarantee the safe collaboration with humans, the stateof-the-art collaborative robots work at a safe speed and must be turned into the emergency stop mode once a collision is detected. After the emergency stop, the robot needs to be restarted manually, which could significantly interrupt the workflow of both the robots and human co-workers. To resolve this issue, some recent human-robot collaboration approaches use online re-planning to actively avoid the perceived obstacles near the robot [1] , [2] . However, these collision avoidance methods do not take into account the prior information about the human's behavior, and thus the planned trajectory may not be consistent with the human's expectation, and thus may decrease the collaboration efficiency and increase the human's mental load. In addition, in close-proximity human-robot collaboration, the human motion is greatly constrained by the task and the surrounding environment and thus is more predictable than in the general situation. As a result, some methods pre-compute a set of candidate robotic trajectories and then switch online among different trajectories according to the current prediction of human motion [3] , [4] .
To make the robot aware of the human preference while planning its own motion, some recent methods accomplish smooth human-robot collaboration by using human-aware motion planners which use a cost map to explicitly encode a variety of human preference factors. For instance, for handover tasks, [5] considers human's visibility, comfort, and reachability, while [6] considers handover positions, visibility, and force feedback. For manipulation tasks, collision avoidance and motion consistency factors have been used [7] .
Similar to many previous works, our method also uses a cost map to encode the prior knowledge about human behavior. Here we focus on the assistive task where the robot needs to convey tools to a human co-worker smoothly in order to eliminate the time cost for searching and grabbing a tool. Two human-related factors are considered: 1) avoidance of the workspace frequently occupied by the human, and 2) tendency to keep a safe distance from the human's highfrequency workspace. Our method generates the trajectory in an offline manner, but the generated trajectory can be used as a high-quality initial solution to the online planning framework with a low possibility for expensive re-planning. Our developed framework has three main steps as shown in Figure 2 . First, we pre-collect a set of human movement The framework of our system. The pre-collected human behavior is used to generate the occupancy grid map. A cost map considering the avoidance and safe distance factors is generated from the occupancy grid. The static obstacles in the environment are also added to the cost map. This cost map and other optimization constraints are sent to the motion planner and to compute the trajectory. data for accomplishing a task and generate an occupancy grid map which measures the human's accumulated occupancy frequency of the entire workspace. Next, given this occupancy grid map, we create a cost map for the two cost factors mentioned above, which is further combined with static obstacles in the environment. Finally, we send this cost map and optimization constraints to a motion planner to compute the robot trajectories, which are then tested in both simulated and real-world environments as shown in Figure 1 to demonstrate the benefit of our methods for effective human-robot collaboration.
This paper is organized as follows. We describe the human behavior-related cost items and their application in optimization-based motion planning in Section II. We describe the experimental setup and demonstrate our results in Section III.
II. APPROACH
In order to generate a safe motion avoiding human coworkers, our method uses a voxel-based representation to model the entire workspace and the region occupied by the human. The resulting human occupancy grids are used to define two cost functions with respect to human behaviors. The first cost item is the human occupancy cost which pushes the robot away from the region frequently occupied by the human. The second cost item is a signed distance function, which reflects the psychological safe distance between the human and the robot. Given these two cost functions, a robotic trajectory is then optimized using the STOMP [8] motion planner. Our method is implemented on a Universal Robotics arm with 6 degrees of freedom (DOF).
A. Workspace Modeling
The workspace is discretized into a set of voxel occupancy grids. We donate H[i, j, k] as the human occupancy value each grid, where [i, j, k] is the index of the voxel in the occupancy map. Each voxel H[i, j, k] is initialized with an occupancy value of 0. A mapping function m(p) = (i, j, k) maps a point p = (x, y, z) to one grid index in the occupancy map.
To update the human occupancy, we compute a set of sample points on the human body. The geometry of human body is modeled as a 17-DOF link mechanism with 24 cylindrical links. Each sample, donated as p n m , represents the m th point at the n th link. At each time step, a transform matrix T 0 n maps the link from its original configuration to the current configuration. As a result, the human occupancy value in the grids can be updated as follows:
B. Cost Map Generation
A moving human will not occupy one grid forever, and the human may actively adapt his movement to a robot's movement when the robot is in a near-collision state. As a result, the grids frequently occupied by the human are considered as a soft and high-cost region rather than impenetrable obstacles. In this way, a cost map is computed from the human's occupancy value in the workspace, which is then used by STOMP to guide the robot avoiding the regions frequently used by the human co-worker when achieving its own task.
We use two cost maps to quantify two factors related to the human behaviors. The avoidance factor is modeled as the occupancy (Occ) cost map, which is defined as:
where maxH is the maximum voxel value across the entire human occupancy map. The log function is used to reduce the influence of the maximum voxel value because the linear normalization of raw H voxel value will make the robot too sensitive to the maximum voxel value. For a grid outside the human's lane, we use the value 0.9 while computing its occupancy cost rather the value 0, in order to avoid the flat region in the occupancy map with zero cost. This setup also assigns a smaller cost to a non-occupied grid than a grid only occupied once by the human because the value 0.9 is smaller than 1.
In order to push the robot away from the boundary of the region occupied by the human, we also introduce the signed distance field (SDF) map, which is defined as:
where sdf (H, p) is the function that returns the SDF value for a given occupancy grid and a given query point p. It will return a negative value when p is inside the occupied volume described by the grid, a positive value if p is outside the occupied region, and 0 if p is on the boundary of the occupied region. The magnitude is determined by how far p is from the boundary. The arctan function is used for normalization because we want to reduce the influence points that are far away. maxSH and minSH are the maximum and minimum SDF value for the human occupancy map H. The occupancy map and the SDF map can be combined as follows:
pencost(H, p) = occH(H, p)sdf H(H, p).
(4) Figure 3a and Figure 3b show several layers of occH(H, p) and sdf H(H, p) respectively, and Figure 3c shows the combination map pencost(H, p) which indicates the penetration cost for the human.
There are also static obstacles in the workspace that need to be avoided completely. To avoid the optimization-based motion planner converges to a trajectory colliding with the static obstacles, the regions occupied by the obstacles are assigned with the highest cost. In particular, the obstacle cost is defined as follows:
By adding the human behavior cost map and the obstacle cost map together, we can get the final cost map:
or costmap(H, p) = pencost(H, p) + obstacle(H, p). (7)
C. Robot Trajectory Optimization
An optimization-based motion planner STOMP is used to compute an optimal trajectory [8] . It minimizes the cost of a trajectory with respect to a variety of constraints. In our work, constraints include the collision avoidance, the final end-effector pose, the maximum joint velocity, and the maximum joint acceleration.
The trajectory cost includes two parts: the control cost and the state cost. The control cost is determined by the acceleration. The state cost of a trajectory is the sum of the state cost at each waypoint on the trajectory. The state cost for a waypoint is the sum of the cost values of the voxels occupied by the robot's current configuration. We donate p nr mr as the mr th point at robot link nr, and a mapping function m(p) = (i, j, k). A transformation matrix T r nr 0 (s) represents the transformation between a link nr's original configuration and its current configuration. The state cost at configuration s is then defined as:
Mnr mr=1 costmap(H, T r nr 0 (s)p nr mr ), (8) where M nr is the maximum number of sampled points on the geometry of link nr, N r is the number of robot links.
III. RESULTS In this section, we compared the trajectories generated by three methods: an RRT baseline method, STOMP with Occ cost map, and STOMP with Occ+SDF cost map. The cost and the length of each trajectory are calculated in a simulated environment. In addition, we tested the trajectories in two real-world human-robot collaborative tasks, and then analyzed the execution time, success rates, and the human preference. 8 subjects, 6 male and 2 female, have participated in this experiment. Results show that our method is able to increase the task success rates, with both settings of the cost functions and the trajectories generated from the Occ map get the highest human preference score.
A. Experiment Design
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5 . In this setup, a short (5cm) string and a long (20cm) string are fixed on the work desk. A human operator needs to manipulate the string to go through a small component, which is a deformable object manipulation task that is difficult for a robot. At the same time, the robot needs to move an object from position A to position B. If the robot blocks the human worker, the task will be counted as fail since the threading is a continuous task in which interruption is not allowed. The threading task with the shorter string requires the human operator to work closely with the robot's base, which increases the difficulty of the human-robot collision avoidance. The threading task with the longer string requires a longer operation time and also a larger space to accomplish, which implies that the human operator is likely to be blocked by the robot. Each human subject is asked to repeat two tasks for 20 times, and the procedure is recorded for computing the region frequently occupied by the human operator. 
B. Experiment Results
Given the human's motion behavior, we then generate the robot's movement trajectory in an offline manner. Three different types of trajectories are computed, including a trajectory from a baseline RRT algorithm [9] available in the OMPL library [10] , one trajectory computed by the STOMP algorithm by only considering the Occ cost map, and one trajectory computed by STOMP by considering both the Occ+SDF cost map. Because both RRT and STOMP are stochastic planners, we ran 15 trials for each method to compare their average performance. Example trajectories for each method in a simulated environment are shown in Figure 4a , 4b, and 4c respectively.
We first compare three methods in the simulated environment where the recorded human occupancy map is given as the input. The evaluation criteria include the trajectory cost in the Occ+SDF map and the trajectory length. The trajectory cost is defined as:
where Γ is the robot trajectory in the configuration space. s i is the robot configuration at each waypoint i, and W is the total number of waypoints of the trajectory. We are using 30 waypoints evenly distributed along the trajectory according to the execution time. We compute the trajectory length cost The baseline method has the highest cost and the shortest path, while the STOMP with Occ+SDF has the lowest cost and the longest path. Fig. 7 : The success rates of the threading collaborative tasks involving the short string (left) and the long string (right). 8 subjects participated in the experiment and each performed 10 trials on both tasks with three methods. In this way, each subject performed a total of 3 * 2 * 10 = 60 trials. Results show that the task success rates are increased by taking into account human's behavior.
as the length of the end-effector trajectory, which is defined as:
where x e (s i ) is the position of the end-effector in the Cartesian space at the robot configuration s i . The results of simulated experiment are shown in Figure 6 . The average trajectory cost of RRT, STOMP with Occ map, and STOMP with Occ+SDF map are: 8272.30 ± 23.18, 8254.23 ± 8.21, and 8215.83 ± 14.47 respectively. Compared to the baseline method, both settings of our method reduce the trajectory cost with the lowest cost achieved by the STOMP considering the Occ+SDF cost map. Since the Occ+SDF cost map reflects the human occupancy and safe distance factors, lower cost indicates the lower percentage of penetration between the robot trajectory and the region frequently occupied by the human. The average trajectory length of three methods are: 0.68 ± 0.01, 0.76 ± 0.09 and 1.11 ± 0.20m respectively. It shows that RRT gives the shortest but unsafe path, while STOMP with Occ+SDF gives the longest path. This is because the human's working region blocks the shortest path of the robot in the free space, and thus the robot needs to deviate and move longer distance to avoid the potential collisions and interruptions. In addition, STOMP with Occ+SDF cost map has a lower variance in the occupancy cost and the trajectory length compared to the STOMP with Occ cost map only.
Next, we tested the success rates of the collaborative tasks when human operators work with the robots in the real world scenario. Before the experiment, each subject was asked to read a description of the experiment and sign a consent form. 8 subjects participated in this experiment and each performed 10 trials for both the threading tasks involving the short string and the long string, using all the three methods. In this way, each subject performs a total of 3 * 2 * 10 = 60 trials. To generate the robotic trajectory, we use three different initial trajectories to the STOMP since it is sensitive to the initial guess. One initial guess is the linear path connecting the start and the goal configuration, and the other two initial guesses are generated using the RRT planner. After the STOMP optimization, we choose the trajectory with the smallest cost as our final result. The trajectory is then executed by the robot in an openloop manner to test its success rate while working with a human co-worker. Examples of a real-world collaboration test are shown in Figure 5 . As we can observe, the trajectory generated by RRT directly goes through the human's working region and interrupts the human's workflow. The trajectories generated by STOMP with both of our cost setups leave the human working region clean and rarely block the human's workflow.
The performance of the collaborative tasks is measured by three criteria, including the trajectory execution time, the task success rates, and the human preference. Table I demonstrates the result and Figure 7 shows the success rates of each subject. Compared to the baseline method, two methods involving the human behavior successfully increase the average task success rates. For each human operator, the same robotic trajectory is used for the 10 trials of each task, and we found that human subjects can quickly adapt to the robot motion and are able to find a proper way to finish both tasks after several trials even for the short string threading task which needs a high dexterity to be finished in a short time.
The human preference is measured by giving a 1-5 Likert scale to the subject after finishing all the trials. The statements on the chart are: "You prefer to work with the first/second/third trajectory." All the subjects gave the highest score to the second trajectory (generated from Occ map), and 7 subjects gave the lowest score to the baseline trajectory. Subject 1 gave the lowest score to the third trajectory (which is calculated from Occ+SDF map). She responded that the third trajectory is too long to predict, which made her hesitate while working with the robot. However, subject 6 considered the long motion of the third trajectory as a useful notification of "I'm moving" from the robot. Most subjects replied that the third trajectory takes too long time to finish, so they need to wait. All the subjects agreed both the second and the third trajectories reduce the robot's invasion of the human operator's working region.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we present a motion planning algorithm aware of the human motion behaviors to generate safe robotic trajectories for smooth human-robot collaboration in close proximity. The resulting trajectories are compared with a baseline planning method that does not take into account human co-workers, first in a simulated environment with the trajectory cost and length as the criteria and then in a real-world human-robot collaborative task with the execution time, task success rate and human preference as the criteria. Results show that our human-related cost functions can push the robot away from the human's working region. The resulting optimization-based planner has higher success rates of the collaborative tasks than the baseline method, and this is beneficial for the efficiency and smoothness of the collaboration. In addition, our method gets a higher score of human preference than the baseline method.
There are several limitations that we will resolve in the future work. First, in this experimental setup there is a trade-off between the potential interruption and the trajectory execution time. Second, adding the signed distance map to the Occ map does not significantly improve the task success rates but will result in a longer trajectory. To overcome these issues, we will implement an online planning algorithm to keep the safe distance between a robot and a human. We also observed that human workers have the strong adaptability to the robot behavior when the robot motion is fully consistent or predictable. Such fact will also be considered in the future work. In addition, based on the users' feedbacks, especially the different ideas about the Occ+SDF trajectories, we want to further investigate other factors that may influence the human's psychological comfort for the motion planning.
